
ST. LOUIS OPEN - 1999 
Round Eight 

Toss-Up Questions 

I . Carbon dioxide is attached to a five-carbon sugar named ribulose bisphosphate. This is catalyzed by 
the enzyme rubisco, perhaps the most abundant protein on Earth. The product of this reaction is a six
carbon sugar so unstable that it immediately splits into two molecules of 3-phosphoglycerate, each of 
which receives an extra phosphate group. Finally, NADPH reduces the I ,3-diphosphoglycerate to 
produce the final product, glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate. FTP, identifY this sugar-producing mechanism 
in plants that takes place in the stroma of the thlyakoid, analogous to the Krebs cycle. 

Answer: Calvin cycle 

2. The diplomatic blunders of Pierre Soule in Spain earned him the censure of his superiors, who ordered 
him to consult with two other European envoys: John Young Mason in France, and a future U.S. 
president in Great Britain. The result was this document, whose publication caused a sensation among 
antislavery forces in the U.S. FTP, identify this repudiated 1854 manifesto created in part by James 
Buchanan that urged Spain to sell Cuba to the U.S. and implied that the U.S. would use force if Spain 
refused. 

Answer: Ostend Manifesto 

3. "In spite of all the leamed have said, I I still myoId opinion keep; I The posture that we give the dead, I 
Points out the soul's etemal sleep." So begins this poem of 1787. The speaker of the poem goes on to 
proclaim the sanctity and the spilituality of Native Americans and their ways of life after viewing a 
sacred bUlial ground. FTP, identifY this early Amelican poem, one of the first to idealize Native 
Amelicans, perhaps the most famous work by Philip Freneau. 

Answer: The Indian 8/.11}'ing Ground 

4. Two answers required. Catullus' only epic was titled after these two characters. One was an Argonaut 
who had been defeated in a wrestling match by Atalanta. The other was one of the fifty daughters of 
Nereus and Doris. Evel}, divinity on Olympus was invited to their wedding, save Eris, who tossed the 
famed golden apple into the midst of Athena, Hera, and Aphrodite, thereby starting the Trojan War. 
FTP, identifY this famed couple, a m0I1al hero and a sea nymph, the parents of the hero Achilles. 

Answer: Peleus and Thetis 

5. His father was a relentlessly self-improving boulangerie owner from Belgium with low-grade 
narcolepsy and a penchant for buggel}'. His mother was a fifteen-year-old French prostitute named 
Chloe with webbed feet. His childhood was typical: summers in Rangoon, luge lessons, and in the 
spring he'd make meat helmets. At the age of fOUl1een, a Zoroasliian named Vilma ritualistically 
shaved his testicles. FTP, identifY this villain with quasi-evil son Scott, the arch-nemesis of British 
agent Austin Powers. 

Answer: Dr. Evil 

6. This theorem can be viewed as a direct consequence of Maxwell's equations, which do not allow the 
magnitude of a magnetic field in a free space to possess a maximum as required for stable equilibrium. 
Diamagnetics, which respond to magnetic fields with mild repulsion, are known to flout this theorem, 
as their negative susceptibility results in the requirement of a minimum rather than a maximum in the 
field's magnitude. FTP, identify this physical law which states that stable levitation of magnets is 
forbidden. 

Answer: Eamshaw's theorem 



7. Britain, France, POItugal, and Spain fOImed one in 1834 to support Queen Maria II of Portugal and 
Queen Isabella II of Spain against the pretenders to their thrones. Great Britain, Russia, Austria, and 
Prussia fOImed one in 1815 to regulate European politics after the fall of Napoleon. The most famous 
one was probably fOImed by Great Britain, France, the Netherlands, and Austria in 1718 to maintain 
the settlement effected by the Peace of Utrecht. FTP, identify the term given to these historical 
confederations, named for the number of members in each group. 

Answer: Quadruple Alliance 

8. Its local names include Chogori, Lambha Pahar, Dapsang, and Kechu. It is an almost regular cone of 
ice and limestone resting on a granite base. In 1861, it was unofficially named after the British soldier 
and topographer who was the second European to visit the area. Two Italians, Achille Compagnoni 
and Lino Lacedelli, made the first successful ascent of this mountain. T.G. Montgomerie, in 1856, 
gave the mountain its official designation to denote it as one of the 35 peaks of the Karakoram Range. 
FTP, identify this mountain that straddles India and China, the world's second tallest peak. 

Answer: K2 or Mount Godwin Austen 

9. His more than 500 published works include Principles oj PhYSiological Psychology and the 
monumental Elelllents oj Folk Psychology. He promoted what is known as structuralist or content 
psychology, emphasizing observations of the conscious mind rather than inference. He offered the 
first academic course in psychology in 1862, and established the first laboratory for experimental 
psychology in 1879. FTP, identify this founder of the first psychological joumal, Philosophische 
Studiell, and the father of scientific psychology as an independent discipline, the author of Logik and 
Ethik. 

Answer: Wilhelm Max Wundt 

10. First, the atoms of the peptide link lie in a plane. Second, The nitrogen, hydrogen, and oxy gen atoms 
of a hydrogen bond lie in a straight line with displacements of hydrogen tolerated up to not more than 
30 degrees from the nitrogen-oxygen vector. Third, and last, all nitrogen-hydrogen and carbon-oxygen 
groups are engaged in hydrogen bonding. The alpha-helix and the beta-pleated sheet satisfy these 
rules. FTP, identify this set of rules fOimed in 1951 that allow for the stabilization of secondaIY 
protein structures, postulated by two scientists, one a two-time Nobel recipient in Chemistl), and 
Peace. 

Answer: CoreY-Pauling rules 

II. James McParlan of the Pinkelton Detective Agency carried out espionage among their ranks and 
finally brought U1em down, presenting evidence in court that had most of their leaders executed. They 
were named after a widow who led an anti-landlord revolt in the early 1840s and the similar 
organization she founded during the Irish potato famine . FTP, identify this secret society of the 1860s 
and 1870s that organized a concerted campaign of physical violence against those whom the Irish 
immigrant coal miners considered their oppressors. 

Answer: Mollv Maguires 

12. Oliginally tilled Growth oj a Poet's Mind: An Autobiographical Poem, it was intended to be an 
introduction to another poem, The Recluse, which was never completed. This introspective poem deals 
with the shaping power of childhood, the aspects of revolution, and the obsessions with crises of 
personal faith, among other things, and it was written after the poet's success with the 1798 publication 
of Lyrical Ballads. FTP, identify this poem that begins "Fair seed time had my soul, and I grew up 
fostered alike by beauty and fear," written by William WordswOIth. 

Answer: The Prelude 
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13. Emphasizing self-knowledge, they divided themselves into the Elect, who would speedily enter 
paradise at death after a \;gorous discipline of fasts and rites, and the Hearers, who supported the Elect 
and would enter paradise after reincmnation. The conllict between the Kingdom of Light and the 
Kingdom of Darkness solved the riddle of creation for them, and Augustine was a member of theirs in 
his early yem·s. FIP, identify this early mystic sect of Christianity founded by the Persian sage Manes 
during the 3,d centUlY C.E. 

Answer: Manicheans 

14. The faces of the central figure's parents can be seen in the wall milTor in the background. One of the 
title characters on the far right has her foot on the butt of the dog laying in the painting 's foreground. 
The painter himself, working on a large canvas at the far left, proudly bears the red cross on his chest 
that signifies him as a knight in the Order of Santiago. The central character, Princess Margarita, 
stands in the center and looks nonchalant among her many attendants. FTP, identity this 1656 painting 
of the Spanish court by Diego Velazquez. 

Answer: The lIt/aids o[Honor or Las .Meniiias 

15. It is caused by a protozoan species in the phylum Apicomplexa. Sporozoites from the vector enter the 
victim's liver. After several days they undergo multiple divisions to become merozoites, which then 
infect the victim's red blood cells. The merozoites grow and divide asexually into great numbers of 
new merozoites, repeatedly breaking out of the blood cells at intervals of 48 or 72 hours, depending on 
the species. This causes pel;odic chills and fever. FIP, identify this parasitic disease caused by 
species PlaslllodiulII delivered by a mosquito bite. 

Answer: malaria 

16. He was bom Saloth Sar in Kompong Thom Province in 1925. I-Ie went to Paris to study radio 
electricity in 1948. He realized he was more adept at communism than electronics, and he took his 
newfound knowledge back to his native countly in 1953. I-Ie rose in the ranks of the Communist Party 
of Kampuchea and became their secretary general in 1963 after his predecessor mysteriously 
disappeared. In 1975, he began a program to tum his nation into an agrarian utopia. FTP, identify this 
leader of the Cambodian Khmer Rouge from 1975-1979 who systematically wiped out 20 percent of 
his nation's population. 

Answer: Pol Pot 

17. This idea had a vogue in the 1930s that surprised the author himself, for it expressed the modem revolt 
against Romantic sentimentalism. The author used the success of Shakespearean tragedies to explain 
this phrase, and cited the sensOlY impressions accompanying Lady Macbeth 's sleepwalking and the 
words of Macbeth on hem;ng of his wife's death. FIP, identify this two-word litermy device created 
by T.S. Eliot, which is defined as the chain of events that lead to the evocation of a particular emotion. 

Answer: objective cOITelative 

18. She helped organize the National Women's Political Caucus in 1971, the lntemational Feminist 
Congress in 1973, and the First Women's Bank in 1973. Among her lesser-known publications are It 
Changed My Life, The Second Stage, and The Fountain o/Age, but her most famous work in 1963 
challenged the prevailing attitude that women could only serve as housewives and mothers. FTP, 
identify this feminist who founded the National Organization for Women and authored The Felllinine 
Mystique . 

Answer: Betty Naomi Friedan 
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19. It was originally a commission for the composer's sister - she asked her brother to write music for a 
children's play that she 'd adapted from a famous stOly. A mainstay of the Christmas operatic season 
since its first perf01l11ance, it was translated into over twenty languages and in 1923 became the first 
opera to be broadcasted live on radio. This opera is decidedly not for children, despite the literary 
source, as exemplified by the musical interludes of the Witch 's Ride and Dream Pantomime. FTP, 
identify this Engelbert Humperdinck opera based on a Brothers Grimm failY tale. 

Answer: Hansel und Gretel (accept English bastardization) 

20. His open enthusiasm for Nazi Gelmany was a blow to his reputation, but when he met the Fuhrer in 
1943 and asked him, "What will Norway's role be?" Hitler declared, " I never want to meet that man 
again." The heroes of his novels are often writers, and in Victoria, the protagonist takes on the 
author's own name. His most famous novel takes place entirely in the nmTator' s head, as the starving 
author wanders around the capital recounting his subjective impressions. FTP, identify this NOlwegian 
Nobel laureate, the author of The Growth oj the Soil and Hunger. 

Answer: Knut Hamsun 
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ST. LOUIS OPEN - 1999 
Round Eight 

Bonus Questions 

1. Identify these Austrian economists given a description FTPE. 

a) He achieved prominence for his theOlies on the vital importance of the entrepreneur in business, as 
well as the idea of business cycles in which new inventions and technologies stimulate investment 
in capital-goods industries. 

Answer: Joseph Schumpeter 

b) He set out the theory of "management by objectives," or MBO in his classic The Practices of 
Management published in 1954. He is also responsible for the idea of plivatization, although he 
refeITed to it as "reprivatization." 

Answer: Peter Ferdinand Drucker 

c) This economist won a wide reputation when he purported the idea that governments should not 
intervene in the control of intlation or other economic matters. He shared the 1974 Nobel 
Memorial Plize in Economic Science with Swede Gunnar Myrdal. 

Answer: Friedrich August von Hayek 

2. Identify these national holidays or observances given a description FTPE. 

a) Japanese for "star festival," it is celebrated annually on July 7 in Japan. It is dedicated to the stars 
Altair, in the constellation Aquila, and Vega, in the constellation Lyra. 

Answer: Tanabata 

b) Welsh for "a sitting of leamed men," this holiday is a national music and literary festival held each 
summer in Wales to promote Welsh language, literature, music, and customs. The weeklong 
ceremony is a revival of the ancient assemblage of bards. 

Answer: Eisteddfod 

c) Swahili for "first fruits," this African American holiday celebrates family, community, and 
culture. It is a seven-day holiday beginning December 26. It has its roots in the ancient African 
first-fruit harvest celebrations from which it takes its name. 

Answer: Kwanzaa 

3. Identify the following novels by Honore de Balzac given a description FTPE. 

a) This 1833 novel is a tale of an enterprising small-town miser and the struggle between two 
families for the hand and fOitune of his heiress. The miser engages in profitable speculations in 
securities and witnesses his daughter's widowhood. 

Answer: ElI~enie Grandet 

b) Characters in this 1835 novel include the medical student Bianchon, and the ex-convict Vautrin. 
Balzac himself summarized this work: "A worthy man - middle-class boarding-house - 600 francs 
income - stripped himself to the bone for his two daughters, who each have fifty thousand a year
dies like a dog." 
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Answer: Le Pere Gorio[ or The Father Goriot 

c) This novel concel11S young Raphael who, about to commit suicide, wanders into an antique shop. 
There the mysterious dealer offers him the magic hide of an ass that bestows any number of 
wishes upon the bearer at the cost of a year of life. Raphael accepts and wastes his life foolishly. 

Answer: Le Pear./ de chafirill or The Wild Ass's Skill 

4. Answer the following about 20th century mathematics FTPE. 

a) This mathematician argued that for every mathematical problem there exists a computer program 
for deciding whether it is true or not. He is most famous, however, for his 1900 lecture that listed 
23 problems he felt deserved the attention of mathematicians in the coming century. 

Answer: David Hilbe11 

b) Alan TUling demolished David I-Iilbeli's dream of complete solvability in 1936 when he presented 
this problem. It addresses the issue of whether a given computer program will eventually stop. 

Answer: TUling's halting problem 

c) This more modem version of Turing's halting problem emerged in 1975. It proposes a weakly 
computable number that indicates whether an arbitrary computer program will eventually halt. 

Ans\ver: Chaitin's Omega number 

5. Identify the following that took place during the administration of Hany S Truman FTPE. 

a) Rampant McCarthyism in the late 1940s convinced Congress to pass this act in 1950 over 
Truman's veto. It forced the registration of all Communist organizations and allowed the 
govel11ment to intem Communists during national emergencies. 

Answer: McCan"an Act or Intel11al Security Act 

b) In April of 1952, a strike that would close the country's steel mills was halted when Truman 
ordered this SecretaIY of Commerce to seize the mills. That same year, the Supreme COUli 
declared the seizure unconstitutional in Youngstown Sheet and Tube Co. versus this Secretary of 
Commerce. 

Answer: Charles Sawver 

c) Of Truman's four points in his inaugural address, the third asked for a collective defense against 
Communist aggression. The result was tilis organization created in 1949. Truman placed General 
Eisenhower in command of this defense organization. 

Answer: NATO or the North Atlantic Treatv Organization 

6. Identify the following geographical features of Canada 's newest provice, Nunavut, FTPE. 

a) This city, located on Frobisher Bay, is the capital of Nunavut. 

Answer: ICJaluit 

b) This is the northel11most island of Nunavut, located off the nOlihwestel11 coast of Greenland. 
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Answer: EIlesmere Island 

c) Nunavut has two national parks. One of them is Ellesmere Island National Park. Identify the 
otherFTP. 

Answer: Auvuittuq National Park 

7. Given a descliption, identify the ,vorks by Jean Sibelius FTSNOP. 

a) (5 points) Perhaps Sibelius' most famous work, this nationalistic piece of music was written to 
foster anti-Russian sentiment in 1899 Finland. 

Answer: Finlundia 

b) (10 points) Also known as Four Legends, this piece is based on the Kalevala. It is most famous 
for its second movement, The Swan o/Tuonela. 

Answer: Lellllllinkiiinen Suite 

c) (15 points) This symphonic poem, classified as a choral symphony by Sibelius, deals with the 
trials of the eponymous hero of the Kalevala. 

Answer: Kullelvo 

8. Given a descliption, identify the following shorter works by Herman Melville FTPE. 

a) The smith Bannadonna wishes to create an architectural and engineering marvel that infallibly 
keeps the time. He builds an automaton at the top of the title stJUcture that ends up killing him 
inadvertently. 

Answer: The Bell Tower 

b) This short work is a series of ten sketches that detail the Galapagos Islands. Each sketch tells a 
short story about the various islands and different people's adventures. 

Answer: The Encantadas 

c) The title character is a ship captain and the victim of a slave revolt. He attempts to secure the help 
of the American Captain Delano without informing Babo, the leader of the slave revolt. 

Answer: Benito Cereno 

9. Now it's time for your incredibly difficult biology bonus. For thirty points, all or nothing, spell DNA. 
Just kidding. Answer these questions about the stJUcture and replication of DNA FTPE. 

a) This enzyme joins broken pieces of DNA by catalyzing the fOimation of a phosphodiester bond 
between the five-prime phosphate end of a hydrogen-bonded nucleotide and an adjacent three
plime hydroxide group. 

Answer: DNA ligase 

b) The broken bits of DNA that the DNA ligase joins are called these. 

Answer: Okazaki fragments 
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c) Type 101' this class of enzymes induce a single-stranded break into the DNA duplex. Type II 
enzymes cause a break in both strands. An example of them is DNA gyrase, which induces or 
removes knots, or links in a chain. 

Answer: topoisomerase(s) 

10. Identify these battles of the Civil War given a descliption FTSNOP. 

a) (15 points) This battle was fought between Union generals Grant and Rosecrans and Confederates 
Price and Van Dom in October 1862 in Mississippi . Price and Van Dom attempted to dislodge 
Grant and Rosecrans from their position at this site with an ineffectual attack. Identify this battle 
named after a famous city-state in Greece. 

Answer: Battle of Corinth 

b) (5 points) Lee defeated Hooker at an inn between Orange and Fredelicksburg, Virginia at this 
battle of May 1863. The Confederacy managed to defeat a force twice their size using a brilliant 
stratagem. 

Answer: Battle of Chancellorsville 

c) (10 points) November of 1863 saw this battle between Grant and Bragg. This follow-up to 
Chickamauga forced the Confederates to evacuate Tennessee and made possible Sherman's march 
through Georgia. 

Answer: Battle of Chattanooga 

11. Identify these characters from Ken's favorite movie, The ROCkY Horror Picture Show, FTPE. 

a) Played by Tim Cuny, he's just a sweet transvestite from Transsexual, Transylvania. 

Answer: Dr. Frank-N-Furter 

b) It is custommy for the audience to yell "asshole" whenever this character, played by Barry 
Bostwick, introduces himself by name. 

Answer: Brad Majors (accept either first or last name) 

c) . Servant to Dr. frank-N-Furter and sister to Riff Raff, she is also from the planet Transylvania. 

Answer: Magenta 

12. Answer the following questions about the Apoclypha fTPE. 

a) This book of the Apoclypha is considered an appendage to the Book of Jeremiah and is written in 
the person of Jeremiah's secretmy. 

Answer: Bamch 

b) Several stories are also considered pm1 of the Apoclypha, including Bel and the Dragon and the 
Song of the Three Young Men. Identify the book of the Old Testament in which these stories are 
traditionally placed. 

Answer: Daniel 
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c) The Roman Catholic Church generally refers to the Protestant Apoclypha by this 16-letter 
adjective. Identify this telm fTP. 

Answer: deuterocanonical 

13. IdentifY these dramatic works about salesmen in American literature fTSNOP. 

a) (5 points) This play chronicles the downfall of sons Biff and Happy, and their father Willy Loman. 

Answer: Death ora Salesman 

b) (10 points) A cross-section of the seedier side of town, this play deals with the trials and 
tribulations of the fast-talking salesman l-Iickey and his cohorts in Harry Hope's saloon. 

Answer: The Iceman Cometh 

c) (15 points) The depravity of the human condition is made apparent when real estate salesmen 
Levine, Roma, and Moss are all accused of robbing the office in which they work. The office 
manager Wilkinson discovers that Levine stole the special real estate leads that fmm the title of 
this drama. 

Answer: Glen~any Glen Ross 

14. Identify these ideas from organic chemistlY named after the scientists who discovered them FTPE. 

a) In effect, this reaction converts the carbonyl group of a ketone or an aldehyde into a new double
bond where no bond existed before. The discoverer of this reaction received the 1979 Nobel Prize 
in ChemistlY. 

Answer: Wittig reaction 

b) This is the teml given to the product of a reaction that is the least highly substituted product. 

Answer: Hoffman product 

c) This is the telm given to a product of a reaction that is the most highly substituted product. 

Answer: Saytzeff rule 

15. Given a brief synopsis of the results, identify the Allied World War II conference FTPE. 

a) The purpose of this conference was to define the war aims of the Allied govemments with respect 
to Japan. The U.S. govemment released ajoint communique that was signed by FDR, Churchill, 
and Chiang Kai-shek. It demanded the unconditional sun·ender of Japan. 

Answer: Cairo Conference 

b) This was the first conference attended by Stalin. The Big Three discussed the scope and timing of 
militaIY operations against Gelmany. 

Answer: Tehran Conference 

c) A declaration named after this conference was issued in which the Big Three stated the Allied 
intention to "destroy Gelman militarism and Nazism and to ensure that Germany will never again 
be able to disturb the peace of the world." Reference was made to a decision to divide Germany 
into three zones of occupation. 
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Answer: Yalta Conference 

16. Identify these famous paradoxes given a descliption FTPE. 

a) This paradox asselis that a runner cannot reach a goal because, in order to do so, he must traverse 
a distance; but he cannot traverse that distance without first traversing half of it, and so on, ad 
infinitum. Because an infinite number of bisections exist in a spatial distance, one cannot travel 
any distance in finite time, however ShOli the distance or great the speed. 

Answer: Zeno's Paradox 

b) If the universe is infinitely large, evelY line of sight possible from the earth should end in a star. 
Thus the sk.-y should be completely blight. This paradox is named after the German scientist who 
developed it in the l820s. 

Answer: Olbers's Paradox 

c) This paradox begins with a statement and concludes with a contradiction. Perhaps the most 
famous example of this paradox is BUIidan's altempt at disproving the existence of God in the late 
medieval period: God exists. Neither of the sentences in this pair is tIue. 

Answer: Liar Paradox 

17. Identify the deity from Hindu mythology given his consOli or consorts FTPE. 

a) Lakshmi 

Answer: Vishnu 

b) Saraswati 

Answer: Brahma 

c) Pm-vati, Shakti, and Durga 

Answer: Shiva 

18. Given a descliption, identify these characters from Edmund Spenser's The Faerie Queen FTPE. 

a) He is the hero of Book I and stands for the viliue of holiness. His real name is discovered to be 
George and he becomes St. George, the patron saint of England. 

Answer: Redcrosse Knight 

b) She is the hero of Book III. She is the female waITior virgin who represents chastity, but desires 
tIue Christian love. She searches for her future husband Arthegall, whom she saw in a vision 
through a magic milTor. 

Answer: Blitomart 

c) He is a major antagonist in Book 1. He is a sorcerer capable of changing his own appearance or 
that of others. In the end, his magic is proven weak ineffective. 

Answer: Archimago 
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19. Identify these different types of cool numbers given a description FTPE. 

a) In 1844, Frenchman Louis Liouville proved the existence of these numbers - irrational numbers 
that would not serve as solutions to any of the infinite number of polynomial equations. The most 
common example of these numbers are pi and e. 

Answer: transcendental numbers 

b) These numbers, created by Georg Cantor in 1895, are represented by aleph-null, aleph-one, aleph
two, etc. Only the first three alephs have definitions, and no one has ever figured out what the 
remaining alephs might mean physically. 

Answer: transfinite numbers 

c) First suggested by William Hamilton in 1843, it is the complex number concept extended from 
two to four dimensions. To work with these numbers, one must abandon the concept of 
pelmanence. For example, one must give up the role zero plays or multiplicative commutativity. 

Answer: quatemions 

20. Given one or some of his ministers, identify the Louis FTPE. 

a) Cardinal FleUlY 

Ans.ver: Louis XV 

b) Mmuepas and Necker 

Answer: Louis XVI 

c) Elie Decazes 

Answer: Louis XVIII 

21 . Given a guitar-related work, identify its creator FTPE. 

a) The Old Guitarist 

Answer: Pablo Picasso 

b) The Mall with the Blue Guitar 

Answer: Wallace Stevens 

c) Dice. Brass Klluckles. alld Guitar 

Answer: F. Scott Fitzgerald 
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